
 Strategic Litigation

StraLi



What’s StraLi
StraLi is a nonprofit 
organization aiming at 
promoting human rights 
protection through the judicial 
system.
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What do we do?

1.



We do Strategic Litigation.

Strategic Litigation is a legal tool, born in the United States, whose purpose is to 
promote the protection of existing rights and raise the attention on rights that are not 
protected yet.
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Strategic Litigation mission: improve existing rights protection or attaining the 
declaration of new rights that do not exist yet.



How?

Strategic Litigation is simple!

It is based on real, carefully-selected cases that show, thanks to competent Courts 
judgements, that a specific right must be protected and respected or introduced (in 
case it does not exist yet). 
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How does it work?

2.



1. The legal level which takes place in 
courts, where we seek judgements 
delivered by national and 
international judges that may set a 
precedent or lead to a legislative 
change.

Strategic Litigation 
works on two levels:

2. The communicative level, whose goal 
is to raise public awareness on specific 
topics through articles, events and social 
media engagement. Because a strategic 
case needs to get out of courts and 
become macroscopic!
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What cases is StraLi 
interested in?

3.



Not every case is suitable to 
StraLi intervention.

Every case is submitted to a 
Committee that analyses its 
strategic potential to reach Strali 
ultimate goal. 
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StraLi evaluates the impact that a single right violation, once it 
is brought before a judge, may have on the current legislation 
with the purpose of introducing or improving a right.



Why should you ask for 
StraLi intervention?

4.
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It’s INNOVATIVE 
(first and only Italian 
organization dealing 

with strategic litigation 
exclusively)

It’s FREE 
(no extra costs, neither for 

the client nor for the 
lawyer)
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It’s PROFESSIONAL
(it provides deep 

expertise of experienced 
and motivated people)

IT WORKS!
(European examples 
show that it’s a very 
effective technique)

Why StraLi



“
StraLi stands up for the rights,

everyone’s rights.


